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We demonstrate the efficient coupling of single photons emitted by single quantum dots (QDs) in a

photonic crystal cavity (PhCC) to a ridge waveguide (RWG). Using a single-step lithographic process

with an optimized tapering, up to 70% coupling efficiency between the photonic crystal waveguide

and the RWG was achieved. The emission enhancement of single QDs inside an in-line PhCC

coupled via the RWG to a single-mode fiber was observed. Single-photon funneling rates around

3.5MHz from a single QD into the RWG were obtained. This result is a step toward the realization

of a fully functional quantum photonic integrated circuit. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4799669]

Single photons are one of the most promising candidates

for the implementation of quantum computation and quantum

simulation, due to their low decoherence.1–3 On-demand and

on-chip generation and control of single photons are the main

issues to be addressed for this purpose. Semiconductor quan-

tum dots (QDs) have attracted considerable attention as

single-photon sources because of their potential for integra-

tion with a semiconducting photonic integrated circuit.4 The

integration of QDs with photonic crystal (PhC) structures has

been previously addressed and important functionalities such

as efficient coupling of the emission of single QDs into pho-

tonic crystal cavities (PhCCs) and waveguides (PhCWGs)

have been demonstrated.5–12,16 Recently, approaches to repro-

ducibly control the exciton and cavity energy on chip, as

needed to realize a scalable circuit, have been developed.13–15

However, quantum photonic integrated circuits cannot be

practically implemented with these suspended structures due

to their low mechanical stability and high optical loss.

Although ridge waveguides (RWGs) are widely used for low-

loss, on-chip transmission,17 and their coupling with photonic

nanostructures has been studied,18–20 the efficient coupling of

single photons from a single QD in a PhCC to a RWG has not

been addressed. In this letter, we propose a design to over-

come the mode mismatch between the RWG and the sus-

pended PhC structure and demonstrate the efficiency of our

method by transmission measurement and through the detec-

tion of single photons at the end of the RWG.

Our approach is shown in Figure 1(a) and consists of a

first transition between the PhCWG and a suspended nano-

beam (SNB), whose width is then adiabatically increased to

the typical width (3� 5lm) of a RWG. The PhCWG and

the SNB are fabricated from a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure

by reactive ion etching of the AlGaAs sacrificial layer. When

the width of the SNB exceeds twice the lateral extent of

AlGaAs etching, a supporting post is left and the structure

evolves towards a conventional RWG (Ref. 18) (see the

cross-sectional scanning-electron microscope (SEM) image

in Figure 2(a)). In order to maximize the coupling efficiency

between the PhCWG and the SNB (Ref. 21), the width of the

SNB is chosen equal to 2a
ffiffiffi

3
p

where a is the lattice constant

of the PhC, five more holes are inserted in the SNB in contin-

uation of the two inner hole rows of the PhCWG and their

radii are tapered down in 10 nm steps (Figure 1(a)).

According to simulations, this provides a 97% coupling effi-

ciency between PhCWG and SNB.

We then calculated the coupling efficiency between

SNB and RWG. Our RWG consists of a 4 lm wide and

320 nm thick slab of GaAs on top of a Al0:7Ga0:3As sacrifi-

cial layer with 2:7lm width and 1:5 lm thickness. The shape

of the AlGaAs sacrificial layer in the simulation is consid-

ered according to the measured etching profile. We assume a

SNB with 320 nm thickness and 2a
ffiffiffi

3
p

width (with

a¼ 320 nm). The fundamental transverse electric guided

modes of the RWG and the SNB have been simulated

(Figures 1(c) and 1(d)). A clear mode mismatch between the

two modes is observed in both the lateral and vertical direc-

tions which would result in poor coupling efficiency if the

two structures were coupled directly. Instead the tapering of

the SNB width and of the supporting post ensures an adia-

batic transition. Figure 1(b) illustrates the evolution of the

transverse electric guided mode at the interface between the

SNB and the RWG. The parameters considered here are the

same as in Figures 1(c) and 1(d) except that the length of the

taper and the initial width of the RWG are 10 lm and 3 lm,

respectively, due to computational limitations. These calcu-

lations show that about 98% of the power is transmitted from

the SNB to the RWG. We note that this tapered transition

can be realized with a single step of lithography and etching,

without the need for a critical realignment.

The fabrication was done on a sample grown by molecu-

lar beam epitaxy on an undoped GaAs substrate where a

layer of GaAs with 320 nm thickness including low-density

InAs QDs (Ref. 22) was grown on top of a 1:5lm thick layer

of Al0:7Ga0:3As. We begin by depositing a 400 nm thick layer

of SiN as hard mask. A 320 nm thick layer of ZEP520A as

electron beam resist is deposited in the next step. Our designa)E-mail: s.fattahpoor@tue.nl
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including RWGs and PhC structures is exposed with 30 kV

electron beam lithography and developed afterwards with n-

amylacetate. Two subsequent dry etching steps (Reactive Ion

Etching and Inductively Coupled Plasma etching) are per-

formed in order to etch through the SiN and GaAs layers.

The sacrificial layer is removed by wet etching in a HCl-

based solution which results in a geometrically well defined

etching profile due to different etching rates in different crys-

tallographic orientations in AlGaAs (Figure 2(a)). The etch-

ing profile shown in Figure 2(a) is obtained when the RWGs

are patterned and etched along the [011] crystallographic

direction.23 Finally, a dry etching with CF4 is done to remove

the SiN layer. The resulting devices are shown in Figures

2(a) and 2(b). In all the experiments described below, the ini-

tial width of the SNB is set to 2a
ffiffiffi

3
p

and it is tapered to a

RWG width of 4 lm at the cleaved facet.

To measure the coupling efficiencies in our system, we

started by measuring the transmission through a simple

RWG with 4 lm width and 1.6mm length at room tempera-

ture. A tunable continuous wave laser is sent through an

end-fire transmission measurement set-up which has two

50� objectives (NA¼ 0.4) for side collection and excitation.

The plot of the transmission as a function of the wavelength

for the RWG is shown in Figure 3(a) where the Fabry-Perot

(FP) fringes due to the reflections at the two cleaved facets

are evident. By fitting the transmission function for the

RWG, we extract24 the value of the loss per unit length

a � 4� 5 cm�1. This is a rather small loss considering the

tight optical confinement in our RWG design. From the fit it

is also possible to extract24 the coupling efficiency (CRWG)

between the fiber and the center of the RWG, which for this

measurement is CRWG ¼ 3:78%. In the following, we use the

spectrally averaged fiber-to-fiber transmission T1 (indicated

by horizontal solid red line in Figure 3(a)) to give an approx-

imate value of the coupling efficiency CRWG: T1 ’ C
2

RWG.

The value of the transmission (fiber-in, fiber-out power ra-

tio), averaged over the spectral region shown in Figure 3(a),

was measured on four nominally identical RWGs, giving a

value of T 1 ¼ 0:1386 0:005% and CRWG ¼ 3:726 0:07%,

which agrees well with the value obtained from the fitting.

The transmission through a symmetric RWG-PhCWG-

RWG system was then measured. The PhCWG here is a tri-

angular PhC with L ¼ 20 lm length (filling factor

FF¼ 31%, lattice constant a ¼ 320 nm) and the two SNB-

PhCWG transitions are tapered as described previously. The

spectral transmission of the RWG-PhCWG-RWG system

shown in the inset of Figure 3(b) over a large range, shows a

clear signature of the dispersion edge of the even mode of

the PhCWG around 1:32 lm. A high-resolution wavelength

scan is shown in the main panel of the Figure 3(b) around

1:29 lm and in the high transmission spectral region of the

PhCWG. Similar FP fringes were observed in four nominally

identical waveguides. The system considered here can be

described as a three-layer Fabry-Perot etalon with the

corresponding multiple Fourier components which make a

reliable fitting of the experimental data difficult, motivating

our use of the spectrally integrated transmission. The

average transmission in this spectral range was measured to

FIG. 2. SEM image of the fabricated devices at (a) entrance of a RWG with

4 lm width and (b) interface of the suspended and ridge structures.

FIG. 1. (a) A sketch of the design where the interface between SNB,

PhCWG, and RWG is shown. (b) Evolution of the normalized transverse-

electric guided mode at the interface between SNB and RWG. The arrow

indicates the input port used for calculation of the transmission in the struc-

ture. (c) and (d) Normalized transverse-electric guided mode profile at the

entrance of the SNB and RWG, respectively.
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be T2 ¼ 0:0676 0:004% on the four waveguides. Denoting

the coupling efficiency at the interface between RWG and

PhCWG as CPWG, we have: T 2 ’ C
2

PWG � C
2

RWG. From the

values of T1 and T 2, we find CPWG ¼ 0:6966 0:008 mean-

ing that �70% of power from the PhCWG is coupled to the

RWG. Also we conclude that a fraction CPWG � CRWG

¼ 2:606 0:08% of the power in the center of the PhCWG is

coupled to the single mode fiber.

The final series of measurements is performed on a sam-

ple which is composed of a L3 cavity25 coupled in-line to a

PhCWG with two holes (the radius of the second hole is

reduced by 10% with respect to the first one) as connecting

barriers (see inset of Figure 4(a)). The PhCC-PhCWG system

is subsequently coupled to the RWG with 400lm length and

4lm entrance width (lattice constant of PhC a¼ 330 nm).

The sample is cooled down to 5 K in a different end-fire set-

up with lensed-fibers (NA¼ 0.33) mounted on piezo-electric

positioners for side collection and excitation and an objective

(NA¼ 0.5) for top pumping. First a pulsed laser emitting at

k ¼ 757 nm (repetition rate¼ 80MHz, pulse width¼ 70 ps) is

applied with 0:5 lW average power to the cavity from the top

and the resulting photoluminescence (PL) coupled to the

single-mode fiber via the RWG is collected from the side, dis-

persed by a f¼ 1m spectrometer and detected by an InGaAs

array detector. A peak at k ¼ 1309:7 nm (Figure 4(a)—black

spectrum) is observed which corresponds to the cavity mode

(Q ’ 1000) and is pumped by the QD multiexcitonic back-

ground.26,27 This peak is modulated by FP fringes due to

reflections at the cleaved facet and at the interface between

RWG and SNB (L ¼ 400lm). By applying a pulsed quasi-

resonant laser (k ¼ 1064 nm, repetition rate¼ 62MHz, pulse

width¼ 6 ps), the cavity mode was not observed anymore.

Reducing the power to 30 nW resulted in the observation of

single dot lines (colored spectra in Figure 4(a)). The tempera-

ture of the sample was increased from 5 K to 38 K and the

spectral evolution of the single QD indicated by the arrow

was recorded. The QD red-shifted by around 1.6 nm in this

temperature range. The PL of the QD in and out of resonance

with cavity mode (at 25 and 38 K) was filtered by a tunable

filter and sent to a superconducting single photon detector

(SSPD),28 whose output was sent to a correlation card with

4 ps timing resolution. The obtained time-resolved PL spectra

showed a change of the lifetime of the QD from s

¼ 0:676 0:02 ns where it was in resonance with the cavity

mode (25 K) to s ¼ 1:476 0:03 ns for the situation where

it was detuned 1.0 nm from the center of the cavity mode

(38K) (Figure 4(b)). This change of the spontaneous emission

FIG. 4. (a) PL spectra of a QD in an L3 cavity coupled in-line to a PhCWG

and then to a RWG, recorded at different temperatures. The curves are offset

for clarity. The inset shows the SEM image of the PhCC (b) Time-resolved

PL of the dot indicated by the arrow at 25 K (on-resonance, red triangles)

and 38 K (off resonance, blue rectangles) collected from the side. The PL

decay of a dot in the bulk (green circles, measured from the side) is shown

for comparison. The decay curves have been normalized and the mono-

exponential fits (grey lines) are obtained after convolution with the measured

instrument response function (IRF) (black triangles).

FIG. 3. Plot of the transmission versus wavelength for a (a) RWG (the blue

and the red horizontal lines are the fit to the experimental data and the aver-

age transmission for the measured RWG, respectively). The inset illustrates

a sketch of the system measured and (b) RWG-PhCWG-RWG system. The

left inset shows the RWG-PhCWG-RWG transmission over a broader spec-

tral range and the right inset illustrates a sketch of the system measured. The

red horizontal line indicates the average transmission for the measured

RWG-PhCWG-RWG system.
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rate is due to the change of the optical density of states and is

here limited by the impossibility to tune the QD more than 1.0

nm away from the cavity wavelength. On QDs in the RWG

but outside of the PhC region we measured a lifetime s ¼
1:116 0:06 ns (Figure 4(b)) while for the QDs in the PhC but

out of resonance in similar PhC structures we previously

measured decay times of 3-6 ns.15 Based on this, we estimate

a Purcell enhancement factor of Fp ’ 1:5 and a coupling effi-

ciency of b ’ 84% of the QDs into the cavity mode.

Ultimately the non-classical (single-photon) nature of

the emission from the single QDs into the RWG was investi-

gated. The emission of the aforementioned dot at 25 K, under

pumping with the pulsed quasi-resonant laser with the same

power as in Figure 4, is coupled from the side by RWG to

the single mode fiber and filtered by the tunable filter and

consequently sent to a fiber-based Hanbury Brown-Twiss in-

terferometer based on two SSPDs.29 A clear dip can be

observed at zero delay s ¼ 0 ns in the corresponding coinci-

dence rate (Figure 5) and from the ratio of the coincidence

counts at zero delay (integrated over a 6 ns time window) to

the average of the counts at the multiples of the repetition pe-

riod, we estimate a gð2Þð0Þ ’ 0:42. The discrepancy between

the experimental value and the perfect single-photon case

can be attributed to the residual background emission not

completely filtered due to the limited bandwidth (0.8 nm) of

our tunable filter.

To estimate the funnelling rate of single photons into the

RWG (RRWG), we measured the combined detection rate

from both SSPDs during the anti-bunching measurement to

be around 10 kHz. Taking into account the coupling effi-

ciency from the center of the RWG to the single-mode fiber

in the set-up with lensed-fibers, which was measured to be

C0
RWG ¼ 7%, the transmission of our tunable filter which is

equal to 40%, and the quantum efficiency of the SSPD

QE¼ 10%, we determine RRWG ¼ 3:5MHz. When com-

pared to the 62MHz repetition rate of the laser, this indicates

a probability of around 6% to produce a single photon in the

RWG for each laser pulse. This value is partly limited by the

coupling efficiency between PhCC and PhCWG, estimated

as 1
2
� Qloaded � ðQ�1

loaded � Q�1
unloadedÞ ’ 0:2, where Qloaded

and Qunloaded are the quality factors of the PhCC with and

without the PhCWG, respectively, as measured on a similar

PhCC. An additional limitation is given by the competing

emission channels from charged and multi-exciton states in

the QD, which prevent reaching the saturated emission rate.

The PhC coupling efficiency can be improved by optimized

design and fabrication, while the QD charge state may be

controlled by the application of an electric field,26 which

would also be beneficial for controlling the QD-PhCC spec-

tral coupling.15

In summary, a design has been proposed for the efficient

coupling between a PhC structure and a RWG. The devices

fabricated with this design have shown a high value of

around 70% for the coupling efficiency between PhCWG

and RWG. The emission of single QDs coupled to the RWG

has been collected from the side and its rate enhancement

with tuning in and out of resonance has been observed. The

single photon nature of the detected emission has also been

proven. These results represent a step towards the realization

of a fully functional quantum photonic integrated circuit,

including single photon detectors.30
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